For the present case of a mapping π: M->M λ of one surface, or topological 2-manifold, into another, we may call π a branched immersion provided it is locally topologically conjugate to the mapping The Euler-characteristic formula in the theorem below is a generalization of the Riemann-Hurwitz relation for the case of closed surfaces. The formula has been proved by Ahlfors under the assumption that π is a simplicial mapping with respect to appropriate triangulations of the compact surfaces-with-boundary M and M u with an openness condition at interior edges; this amounts to requiring π to be a branched immersion up to the boundary ( [1], p. 161, 168) . A recent, sheaftheoretic proof has been given by Elwin and Short under the hypothesis that the fibers are constant over components in a finite decomposition of Mi ( [2] )
One area in which this question is of interest is in the study of ramification of minimal surfaces and of surfaces of prescribed mean 154 ROBERT GULLIVER curvature vector, in conformal parameterization. A mapping /: M->N of one manifold into another is said to be ramified if two distinct regular points of / in M define the same germ of submanifold in N. A point of M U dM is called a ramified point of / if the restriction of / to every neighborhood of that point is ramified; a ramified point is necessarily a singular point. If M and N are both two-dimensional and / is a branched immersion, then the notions of branch point and interior ramified point coincide. Now suppose M is a compact surface-withboundary, and let /: M-> N be a mapping into a manifold of arbitrary dimension, whose restriction to M is a branched immersion with the unique continuation property (see [4] , p. 757), and whose restriction to dM is injective. Then the topological space of germs of surface defined by / at its regular points has a natural compactification M x \ the fundamental theorem of branched immersions states that M x is a compact oriented surface-with-boundary, and that the natural quotient mapping 7τ: M -» jΐf! is a branched immersion in the interior (see Theorem 4.15 of [3, I] ). Branch points of π are precisely the ramified points of /. This holds in particular if / is a conformal parameterization of a surface with prescribed mean curvature vector in a riemannian manifold N, which maps the boundary injectively into N. Thus, the study of the consequences of ramification of / leads naturally to consideration of the mapping 7r. The results below will be applied in [3, II] to shed light on ramification of such mappings /, and in particular of the minimal surfaces of higher topological type whose existence was proven by Douglas. It should be noted, however, that if the disjoint Jordan curves comprising f(SM) are assumed to have a sufficiently high degree of regularity, say class C 2 , then the results of the present paper may be replaced by somewhat simpler arguments exploiting recent results on the regularity of / up to the boundary. The present work is largely self-contained, relying on a few elementary facts proved in [4] . However, the methods employed will be better understood by a reader familiar with certain concepts and techniques of [4] and of [3, I] . We point out particularly the instructive series of examples in §5 of [4] .
Branched immersions between surfaces may be characterized by remarkably weak hypotheses, according to a classical theorem of Stoilow ([7] , p. 121). Namely, if π: M-*M X is a continuous open mapping between surfaces, and π is light, that is, π~ι(p Q ) is totally disconnected for each p 0 E M b then π is a branched immersion. Thus the result of the present paper implies that a light continuous mapping ττ:M->Mj between compact oriented surfaces-with-boundary, whose restriction to M is open and whose restriction to dM is injective, is a local homeomorphism except on a finite set in M, at each point of which there is a well-defined order of branching.
NOTATION. When the notation M or M k , etc., is used to denote a surface-with-boundary, we shall write M or M k for the surface consisting of its interior points, dM or 3M k for its boundary. If M is a surfacewith-boundary, then an open set U CM is itself a surface; however, its closure U need not be a surface-with-boundary, and dU = U\U need not be a 1-submanifold. A connected oriented compact surface-withboundary M may be obtained from a sphere by attaching a certain number g of handles, and removing a number of disjoint open disks; g is the genus of M. If M is not connected, then its genus is the sum oHhe genera of its connected components. The Euler characteristic χ{M) = 2c -2g -k, where c is the number of components of M, g the genus of M, and k the_ number of boundary components. The restriction of a mapping ΊΓ : M -» Mj to a subset U C M is denoted π\U. In the context of a branched immersion π: M-»Mi, we shall use the notation B r for the set of ramified points of π in M ; B = B r Π M denotes the set of interior branch points, and B d = B r Π dM is the set of ramified boundary points.
For a continuous mapping π: M->M λ of one oriented surface onto another, we may define the Brouwer degree as an integer-valued function deg(ττ), defined at those points p 0 EM { such that there is a compact neighborhood U of p () in M! whose pre-image π~ι(U) is a compact subset of M. That is, deg(ττ) is defined on the complement of the set of limits of images of properly divergent sequences in M. If, as in the case treated in _this paper, M is the interior of a compact surface-withboundary M and π extends continuously over M, then deg(τr) is defined on M x \τr(dM). Now deg(τr)(/? () ) may be computed as follows: let φ be any smooth approximation to TΓ, with respect to some pair of differentiable structures, which has p 0 as a regular value. Then deg(π)( J p 0 ) is the number of points in φ~ι(p 0 ) at which φ preserves orientation, minus the number at which φ reverses orientation. We note that if π is a branched immersion, then with respect to the appropriate orientations of M and M u φ may be chosen to preserve orientation at all points (see, e.g., Lemma 2 below). Suppose π t : M->M X defines a homotopy, that is, a jointly continuous one-parameter family of mappings. Then for fixed p 0 E M, dtg(rr t )(/?o) is constant as a function of t on any interval where it is defined: the proof given in [5] , pp. 27-9, for the case that dM and 3M X are empty, may be extended without difficulty to the present case. It follows that for a mapping TΓ: M -> M,, deg(ττ) is constant on connected components of its (open) domain of definition. In fact, one needs only the following lemma: if U is a connected open subset of a differentiable manifold M λ and p, q E (7, then there exists a homotopy of diffeomorphisms h t \ M λ ->M U such that h t {U)= U for 0 ^ t ^ 1, h 0 is the identity, and h x (p) = q. The proof of this lemma is completely analogous to the case U = Mi given by Milnor ([5] , pp. 22-4).
1.
Finiteness of interior branching. Our first lemma illustrates the power of the requirement of injectivity on the boundary. The lemma includes, as special cases, Lemma 6.13 of [4] and Lemma 2.6 of [3, 1] , and is proved in a fashion similar to the proof of the former. We shall indicate its proof here, in the interest of completeness. LEMMA Proof. First observe that for any curve γ in M u the function deg(π) changes along γ by exactly the intersection number of γ with τr(dM). In fact, the contribution from interior neighborhoods is locally unchanged, while the contribution from a boundary neighborhood changes by 1 as π(dM) is crossed from right to left, according to Lemma 1. Choose p Q E M λ \π{dM). Then since M is compact, deg(π)(/? 0 ) is finite: any smooth approximation to π is proper, so that only finitely many points are mapped to any regular value. On the other hand, for any point q Q E M x there is a curve γ from p 0 to q 0 which crosses each component of π(dM) at most once. Therefore deg(π)(^0) is at most equal to deg(π)(/? 0 ) plus the number of components of dM.
In the proof of Proposition 1 below, it will be convenient to work with branched immersions, all of whose branch points are simple. This will be made possible by the following lemma. , z m -x on the unit circle in the complex plane. For O^ί^l, we define an analytic function h t by the conditions h t (0) = 0 and
Now let φ(r) be a smooth real-valued function for 0 ^ r ^ 1, with φ(r)=l for r g 1/4 and φ(r) = 0 for r ^ 1/2. Define
and is an immersion. It may be computed that if t is sufficiently small, then g, is an immersion on the annulus 1/4 g | z | g 1/2 also.
Since the Brouwer degree is constant under homotopy, Lemma 2 gives an explicit formula for the degree of a branched immersion l: p e M, 158 ROBERT GULLIVER With these preliminaries at hand, we are ready to prove the finiteness of interior branching, as a first step toward the finiteness of the set of all ramified points. PROPOSITION Proof We shall find an upper bound for the total order of branching in an appropriately chosen neighborhood of any point in dM. Since B is a discretesubset of M, the conclusion will then follow from the compactness of M.
Consider a point p E dM. Applying Lemma 1, we may find a simply-connected neighborhood V U K of p in M, and a neighborhood V ( ) of π(p) in M λ which is separated into two simply-connected compo- 2 . We first apply Lemma 2 to see that without loss of generality, it may t>e assumed that ΊT has only simple branch points in W. Namely, B is discrete; in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of each branch point q of order o(q)> 1, we replace π by a branched immersion homotopic to it, having exactly o(q) simple branch points in this neighborhood, and we leave π unchanged outside this neighborhood. Further, we may readily modify π so that for each branch point q E V, π(q)^ π{K)\ and so that for distinct branch points q, g'E V, τr(q)τ' έ π(q').
Observe that these modifications do not change the total order of branching of π in W. Let Ow be the number of branch points q E W of π (as now modified) with 
In fact, we may observe that P y has exactly m -1 pre-images in V under π, namely p ; plus m -2 distinct regular points, since deg(ττ | V)(P ; ) = m. But on an appropriate small punctured neighborhood of p n π is a two-to-one covering map onto its image. For clarity in the following discussion, we shall assume there is a simple arc γ passing through Q such that the closed curve % + γ 7 : [0, 2]-» VJ traverses γ twice, once simply in each direction, and otherwise is disjoint from γ. This may be achieved without changing the homotopy classes of γ £ and γ y in Vo\π(B) with base point Q. Now since γ, and γ y are disjoint except at O ? there is a closed curve γ:[O,2]->(Vo + \7r(J3))U{π(p)}, γ(0) = f(2) = τr(p), which is disjoint from γ,((0,1)) and γ ; ((0, 1)), and which meets Q exactly once at Q = γ(l), with y(t) crossing from one side of γ to the other at t = 1. Since γ misses rr(B), π is locally a covering projection over γ((0, 2)). Therefore, there is a unique lifting δ: (0, 2)-> V with π °δ = γ and δ(l) = g r . Note that δ leaves every compact subset of V as ί-^0 and as ί->2, since 7τ(p r )^ π(p) for p'£ V. Meanwhile V is simplyconnected, which implies that δ has intersection number zero with any closed curve in V. But δ intersects the closed curve δ exactly once, at δ(l) = q n a regular point of π, at which point δ crosses from one side of δ to the other: that is, the intersection number of δ with δ is ± 1. This contradiction shows that O + w = m(m -l)/2. Similarly, since deg(ττ | V) has the constant value m -1 on Vό, it may be shown that O~w^ (m -l)(m -2)/2. Therefore, the total order of branching of π in W, and, in particular, π has at most (m -I) 2 branch points in W.
2.
Behavior near ramified boundary points. We now turn our attention to the boundary ramified set B d . Having established the finiteness of the interior branch set B, we may restrict attention to a neighborhood of any given boundary point which is disjoint from JB, that is, on whose interior part π is a local homeomorphism. Under the hypothesis that the restriction of TΓ to the boundary is injective, the behavior of π near any boundary point can be described quite precisely. The following proposition will be applied to an appropriate neighborhood U U K of a boundary point, where U CM and K is an arc of dM. one may show that t 0 = 1. Further, since (V U K^ Π τr~\P) = {p}, δ has a continuous extension to [0, 1] given by δ(l) = p. On the other hand, as ί -> f 0 , δ(ί) tends to dV Π I/, and ί o <l. This shows that p may be reached from one side of y u and dV Π U from the other, by means of paths which do not cross γ.
Now if any component y λ of γ is closed, then it separates V into an interior and exterior by the Jordan curve theorem, and both p and d V ΓΊ U would be in the exterior. This contradiction shows that γ has no closed components in V. However, γ is a one-dimensional submanifold of V, and γ U {α, b} is compact. Thus every_component of γ is an arc from a to b. Each such arc must separate V into two components, one containing p and the other containing dV Π U. We are now ready to prove our main result. It may be observed that the description of the behavior of π given in Propositions 1 and 2 can be used to satisfy the hypotheses used by Elwin and Short in [2] to prove an Euler-characteristic formula similar to the one given below. For the sake of completeness, we shall give a proof relying only on elementary topological methods. Proof. Conclusion (ii) follows from Corollary 1. To obtain conclusion (i), we first use Proposition 1 to see that B = B r Π M is finite. Now for any p e β, = B r Π <9M, there is a neighborhood U U K oί p in M disjoint from B and which therefore satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 2, so that p is an isolated point of B d . Thus B a is discrete, and hence finite, since 3M is compact.
In order to verify formula (*), we first modify π, if necessary, on a small neighborhood of each interior branch point, so that for p, q E B, π(p)jέ π(q)\ and for p E J5, ττ(p)g: ττ(dM).
The modified mapping still satisfies all hypotheses and has the same order of branching at corresponding branch points. We list the boundary ramified points B> = {jPh *'', Pn} and the interior branch points B = {q u , q v ). Observe that χ(Z) = xΦ)-In fact, we may triangulate X, in such a way that X 2 ,--,X μ are subcomplexes, and give X the tπangulation induced by the local homeomorphism 77. Then a simplex of Σi occurs in X' exactly as many times as Jhere are simplices in X mapped onto it. Now X' is obtained from M' by removing certain interior disks and boundary half-disks: for each p ] E B d , o{p } ) interior disks and one boundary half-disk is removed, while for each q k E J3, o(q k )+l interior disks are removed. This gives a total of 0 + v interior disks and n boundary half-disks, where 0 = Σ peBr o(p) is_the total order of ramification of 77. Therefore, one may compute χ(Z (q) ) 2m~ι . Here Δ, Δ + , and / are as in Lemma 1. It seems likely that a mapping satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem may be shown to be a branched immersion up to the boundary, using the result of Proposition 2. We shall be satisfied here with the following description of the set π~ι(π(dM) ).
The proof follows immediately from Proposition 2.
